Alarms for Your Org

Reduce false alarms and easily manage
multiple locations with Verkada’s cloud–
based security platform

Whether it’s theft, fraud or vandalism, crime impacts profit margins and puts employees and customers at risk.
Verkada’s Monitored Alarms utilizes the entire Verkada security platform – Verkada cameras, doors and sensors
– to enable retailers to swiftly detect and respond to threats.
Installed to detect important events such as motion, an open door, a broken window or attempted access after
scheduled hours, a triggered alarm can be configured with a custom response, which can include notifications
to your staff or dispatch of the proper authorities.
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Key Benefits
Reduce False Alarms with 24/7 Monitoring

Multiple Locations, One View

Dramatically reduce false alarms and ensure a priority
emergency response for confirmed threats. Included with
Verkada Alarms are professional monitoring agents, who
provide additional video verification to assess incidents and
respond in real time. If there’s a visible threat, an alarm will be
raised and emergency services dispatched.

Manage all your locations from any device anywhere in the
world. From Command, our cloud–based web platform and
mobile app, users can arm/ disarm locations and configure all
alarm settings – including trigger events and response actions
for each location.

Wireless and Wired Systems

Beyond the Keypad

Verkada offers a suite of wireless intrusion sensors, including
door/window, motion, glass break, water leak, and panic
buttons. We can also support wired installations with a 32–
input + 2–output alarm panel, allowing you to use your existing
wired sensors and siren/strobe/bell outputs. A cellular backup
module with integrated SIM and unlimited data plan attaches
to the wireless hub or alarm panel over USB.

The Verkada Alarm Console goes beyond the traditional keypad
with an integrated camera, live–streaming, two–way video, and
custom audio alerts. In addition to arming/disarming, use the
Alarm Console to see video from your cameras, check status
of all sensors, and raise a panic alarm. Admins can view live and
historical video and make calls down to the Console to address
staff, visitors, or intruders.

Instant Response with Panic Buttons
For active emergencies, trigger a panic button to dispatch
emergency personnel, lockdown the building, or other
actions. Administrators can customize the response for each
panic button based on the emergency scenario and location.
Mount the wireless panic button from anywhere, such as a
mobile device, desk or wall.

Key Features
• Intrusion detection that utilizes Verkada cameras, doors and sensors.
• Support for wired and wireless sensors as well as backup cellular connectivity.
• Built–in 24/7 professional monitoring provided by trained operators.
• Alarm Console with keypad, integrated camera, and talk–down.
• Cloud–managed with easy configuration of alarm triggers and responses.
• 10–year warranty on all hardware.

Get started
Verkada Alarms helps ensure the safety of your buildings, staff, and customers while reducing costs and simplifying
system management. To get started, contact sales@verkada.com to request a free trial of our alarm system,
including cameras and wireless sensors, with 24/7 professional monitoring and unlimited video verification.
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